Regenerative, Sustainable, & Humane

SHARING
AGRICULTURE
You are about to embark the world on
a journey, your journey.
Meet My Neighbor Productions, Inc. was
established as a 501(c)3 nonprofit in
2020 to confront the issue of connecting
sustainable, regenerative, and humane
agricultural producers (you) with
consumers (your market) and
educating farmers (your peers) on
successful entrepreneurial models
through educational documentary films.

Creating documentaries to promote
regenerative practices, sustainable
food systems, and humane husbandry.
Each 30-60 Minute Episode of the Meet My Neighbor Farm
Series:
1- Tells the story of an Agricultural Producer(s) who have made
environmental stewardship and humane husbandry a core part
of their business model.
2- Build public awareness on the positive environmental impacts
of agriculture producers, humane livestock treatment, and the
necessity of local food systems.
3- Educate farmers on the economic benefits of adapting good
stewardship and husbandry practices as well as highlighting
successful entrepreneurial business concepts within the
industry.
4- Promote the sustainability of agriculture, farm products, and
local food systems.

Farm Stories on the Meet My
Neighbor Farm Series reach tens of
thousands of viewers through a
growing distribution network.
Meet My Neighbor Productions, Inc utilizes a growing
distribution network (Yanasa TV) created by it’s
production partner Yanasa Ama Ventures, LLC to
distribute content to an existing subscriber base of over
80,000 and growing with 300K to 700K views monthly.
This network enables algorithms to push the videos to a
wider audience across social media platforms.
Our Distribution is Growing.
During our pilot years in testing, the concept films
successfully reached over 670,000 viewers with our
model Meet My Neighbor Episode reaching over 200K.
Upon completion of the 2021 series, Yanasa TV will
introduce a Roku and FireTV App featuring Agricultural
Documentary Films and the Meet My Neighbor Series.
This platform will eventually host additional “Creators” or
independent farmers working with our production crews
to create farming educational tutorials.

YOUR PASSION IS ESSENTIAL
TO SHARE…
The disconnect between consumers and where their
agricultural goods come from has developed into an
“Agriculture Culture” of industry consolidation, factory
farm production, and in many cases environmental
disregard. A quantity over quality mentality has
disrupted the ability of many producers to remain
competitive. Rural communities have economically
suffered from the fallout of market participation of their
local producers. Livestock welfare has suffered from
congested mass production, and the environment has
dwindled from platitudinous cultivation. Furthermore,
consumers no longer have a connection to local food
sources enhancing the risks of food supply chains.
The impacts of economic consolidation and poverty in
agricultural production has led younger generations out
of rural economic areas in search of prosperity
elsewhere, further exacerbating the economic impacts
and leaving an aging community behind to produce
food resulting in greater risks to food security.
While mass production of our food supply may be
necessary to feed the masses the impacts of these
agricultural practices have overreached their good
intentions.

Opportunities are Emerging with Change:
Over the past decade a growing awareness for animal
welfare, environmental restoration, and local food
security has restored interest in stewardship and
husbandry practices creating a new competitive market
for entrepreneurial producers who were previously
unable to compete in the industry.
These “Agriprenuers” are becoming economic building
blocks within their community as they provide a resource
for humanely raised livestock, soil regenerating produce,
and restore the participation of younger generations in
agricultural production.

OUR GOALS ARE SIMPLE

Meet My Neighbor Productions, Inc. aims to assist with
the growing trend reversals in the industry by
educating farmers (large and small) on how to
participate in the rising agricultural market place and
further consumer awareness of the economical and
ecological benefits of agriculture. The nonprofit is
both an outreach and educational platform.
1- Educate Farmers on economical and marketing benefits of adapting
good stewardship and husbandry practices.
2- Regain the interest of younger generations via video and media
outreach with successful entrepreneurial concepts providing ambition
and opportunity to return to agricultural roots.
3- Drive consumer interest in diversifying their purchasing decisions to
include locally produced agricultural products.
4- Improve livestock welfare by highlighting humanely operated
practices.
5- Restore land productivity through outreach and education of soil
regenerating production methods.
6- Sustain food security by strengthening local food systems and
restoring interest in our rural and urban agricultural communities.

FILM DAYS
WHAT TO EXPECT
To properly educate the public on agriculture and farm
operations our team works diligently to share the whole
story. On occasion this may require seasonal or multiple
visits.
Meet and GreetOur film crew’s first filming experience with your farm
will feel like a “meet and greet” only with cameras rolling.
We’ll take a tour of your operations, engage in casual
conversation, and become comfortable with each other.
B-Roll will be collected during this time.
B-Roll CollectionAfter our initial meeting we will begin setting up times,
places, and activities to start collecting B-Roll footage.
Each farm is different, our producers will let you know
what they are looking for. If possible, it’s best to allow
our videographers the opportunity to capture video
independently and freely throughout the farm to
encourage their creativity.
The Interview After our initial “Meet and Greet” our producers will
develop a storyline. We’ll agree on a time during our
filming to sit down for an on camera interview.

Interviews are designed to make you, the farmer, the
narrator. For this reason you may be routinely asked to
restate things.
Your narration will need to fit a 30-45 minute segment
(unless your farm is part of a documentary featuring
several farms within the same time span). Please allow
approximately 1 hour for the interview process.
Future Visits - On occasion our producers may ask to
revisit your farm if necessary to capture “B-Roll” for a
segment of your interview. Farms may help us avoid this
by reflecting on what they would like to say and directing
our videographers to capture particular moments or
activities that will be essential for the narrative.

PILOT FILMS
MEET MY NEIGHBOR
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Meet My Neighbor Productions, Inc. is a
501(c)3 nonprofit organization.
Address:
PO Box 601
Goldston, NC. 27252
Website:
www.MeetMyNeighbor.org

2021 PRODUCTIONS

Featured Farms in the Meet My Neighbor Farm series must meet
the nonprofits objectives defined under our “Provisions for
Nonprofits” statement which can be found on the Meet My
Neighbor Productions website.
Film copyrights are managed by Meet My Neighbor Productions,
Inc. and Yanasa Ama Ventures, LLC.

NEW PRODUCTION ANNOUNCEMENTS COMING SOON!
Productions Announced Once Filming Begins. Each year the nonprofit aims to film and
complete a minimum of 8 documentary films for the season.
Updated lists may be found at www.meetmyneighbor.org

